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Answer the following questions:

1. Discuss the nature and scope of sociology. (10)
Or

History is past sociology and sociology is present history. Discuss. (10)

2. What do you mean by association? Distinguish it from community. Illustrate your
answer? (4+6=10)

Or
What do you mean by norms? State its importance. (5+5=10)

3. What are the features of democracy? State the differences between democracy and
dictatorship. (5+5=10)

Or
Give the concept of religion mentioning its structural aspects. Write the function of
religion. (5+5=10)

4. hat do you mean by social change? What are the factors that bring social change
In the society? (10)

Or
What do you mean by caste? State its characteristics. Write the difference between
the class and caste. (2+3+5=10)

5. What do you mean by research? What is the importance of social research? (4+6=10
Or

What are the methods and techniques of social research? (10)
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I. Choose the correct answer: lxl0=10

A. Who said that the three principal divisions of sociology are social morphology, social
physiology and general sociology?
i. Durkheim ii. Karl Marx
iii. Sorokin iv. Max Weber

B. French revolution can be regarded as one of the reasons behind the emergence of sociology.
i. This statement is incorrect ii. This statement is partially correct
iii. This statement is correct iv. None of the above

C. G. H. Mead is associated with the idea of .
i. Role conflict ii. Role taking
iii. Role model iv. Role behaviour

D. Which form of status gives limited scope of choice to the individuals?
i. Vertical status ii. Achieved status
iii. Horizontal status iv. Ascribed status

E. Private ownership of land comes under the ideology of
i. Socialism ii. Capitalism
iii. Communism iv. None of the above

F. Direct and indirect democracy are the two forms of democracy. This statement is
i. True ii. False

G. Sanskritization denotes the process of .
i. Downward mobility ii. Introvert mobility
iii. Upward mobility iv. None of the above

H. Father is a blue collar worker and daughter gets vice president job, is called as
Intergenerational Mobility
i. True ii. False

1. Unstructured questionnaires are also referred as .
i. Case study ii. Observation
iii. Open ended iv. Interview guides



J. "Sociological research refers to the structural observation of social behavior". Who said this
statement?
i. Young
iii. Merton

ii. Wallace and Wallace
iv.Oomen

II. Answer the following short questions:

a) Write two importance of sociology.

2xlO=20

b) What do you mean by jajmani system?

c) What do you mean by Sanskritization?

d) Write the basic steps of social research.

e) What do you mean by institutions?

f) What are the elements of social action?



g) What are the two differences between ascribed and achieved status?

h) What do you mean by role and status?

i) Write two differences between jurisprudence and sociology.

j) What do you mean by social stratification?
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